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ABSTRACT
Power and design constraints have forced the semiconduc-
tor industry to look at alternate solutions like heterogeneous
chip multiprocessors to continue application performance
scaling and improve energy efficiency of multicore proces-
sors. In this paper, we present an opportunity analysis of
heterogeneous chip multiprocessors in the context of data-
center environments where applications often have latency
SLAs. Specifically, we define three use cases of heteroge-
neous processors for datacenter applications and adopt an
analytical approach to quantify relative energy savings of
using heterogeneous processors over area-equivalent homo-
geneous configurations. Based upon our findings, we discuss
the practical merits of heterogeneous chip multiprocessors
in datacenters, including the issues that must be addressed
in order to realize the theoretical benefits.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Design studies, Modeling
techniques

General Terms
Performance, Design

Keywords
Heterogeneity, Multicore, Power, Datacenter

1. INTRODUCTION
Heterogeneous chip multiprocessors (CMPs) have been

proposed as an energy-efficient alternative to homogeneous
multicore processors [6, 8]. A heterogeneous CMP inte-
grates a mix of cores on the same chip that are not iden-
tical, with the intent of making it easier to match execu-
tion resources to application needs. Heterogeneous CMPs
may consist of CPU cores that are identical in instruction
set architecture (ISA), but differ in their performance-power
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Figure 1: Multicore processor design space: (a)
Symmetric (b) Asymmetric (c) Heterogeneous

characteristics due to micro-architectural differences, e.g., a
processor consisting of few large out-of-order cores and many
small in-order cores. We denote such single-ISA heteroge-
neous CMPs as asymmetric multicore processors (AMPs) as
shown in Figure 1b. Conversely, heterogeneous cores within
a chip may have a shared but non-identical or an entirely
different ISA, e.g., processors containing specialized cores
(accelerators) for graphics processing, network processing,
encryption, compression etc. We use the term heterogeneous
multicore processors (HMPs) to refer to CMPs that have
cores with non-identical ISA (see Figure 1c).

For designers of future hardware, it can be a challeng-
ing task to decide how to optimize on-die resource usage for
achieving maximum application performance and power ef-
ficiency. In this paper, we extend our previous analysis [5]
of the design space of multicore processors in the context of
datacenter environments where applications have associated
service level agreements (SLAs) defined in terms of latency.
We begin by defining usage scenarios of AMPs and HMPs for
datacenter applications and adopt an analytical approach to
analyze each scenario to quantify gains in energy consump-
tion for area-equivalent multicore configurations. Our goal
is to better allow system designers to assess the tradeoffs
and merits of moving from SMP systems to alternative ar-
chitectures that require changes across both hardware and
software. Our results provide a perspective on the poten-
tial practical benefits of these architectures in datacenters.
They also help with understanding the qualitative issues and
complexities that must be addressed in order to realize these
benefits in practice.

2. DATACENTER USE CASES
There are multiple use cases for exploiting heterogeneous

chip multiprocessors in datacenters. This section discusses
three of them considered in this paper as shown in Figure
2: energy scaling (ES) and parallel speedup (PS) for AMPs,
and hardware acceleration (HA) for HMPs.
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Figure 2: Illustrating AMP and HMP usage scenar-
ios: Energy scaling (ES), parallel speedup (PS), and
hardware acceleration (HA).

Energy Scaling (ES): Energy scaling can be used for im-
proving energy efficiency of serial computations. Using a
mix of big and small cores, different phases within an appli-
cation can be mapped to the core which can run them most
efficiently. For example, CPU-intensive phases can be run
on fast cores, while memory-intensive phases can be run on
low-powered slow cores with small performance degradation
and better performance per watt [8]. The presence of SLAs
in datacenters exhibits a similar opportunity. It allows ap-
plications to run on low-powered small cores even at a lower
performance level as far as SLAs are met. For example, at
lower request loads when queuing delay is minimal, work
can be offloaded to a smaller processor, allowing the larger
core to go offline and, thus, save energy. We elaborate on
this in Section 3 where we describe our queuing model.

Parallel Speedup (PS): This use case addresses improved
performance and energy efficiency of applications using par-
allel computation. Since the speedup of a parallel applica-
tion is limited by its serial phase, a ‘big’ core resident on
an AMP with many small cores can be used to speed up
serial phases within an application. Specifically, during the
parallel phase, the application can be run on many small
cores, whereas the big core is used to execute its sequential
phases. A theoretical analysis of such an approach has been
presented by Hill and Marty [6] where they concluded that
AMPs can provide significant speedups compared to area-
equivalent SMPs. Datacenter applications servicing requests
using parallel computation can use this technique to reduce
the latency of request processing. As we show in Section 3,
this in turn allows a server to sustain higher peak through-
put resulting in better throughput per watt.

Hardware Acceleration (HA): Heterogeneous multicores
imply that a subset of cores (accelerators) are specialized for
certain functionality. For example, IBM wire-speed proces-
sor PowerEN has embedded hardware accelerators for net-

work stack processing, compression, pattern matching, XML
processing, and encryption acceleration. Upcoming AMD
Fusion family of processors is another example which in-
tegrates a CPU and GPU on the same die. For all such
architectures, there is evidence that accelerators can speed
up computations by several orders of magnitude and in ad-
dition, can improve energy efficiency compared to general
purpose processors due to their ASIC-based implementation
[3]. Further, there are datacenter services that can offload
portions of their computations to hardware accelerators, and
by accelerating these portions, request response times and
thus, energy usage can be reduced (see Section 3 for details).

3. ANALYTICAL MODELS
In this section, we present a brief overview of the modeling

methodology used in our analysis.

3.1 Queuing Model for Server
Previous work on AMPs has used performance per watt

as a metric to evaluate tradeoffs between SMPs and AMPs.
While this metric is meaningful for throughput oriented ap-
plications, it fails to capture the impact of using low power
cores on application latency which is critical for many dat-
acenter applications. Therefore, we take a key departure
from the prior work in this regard by considering latency as
a performance metric.

Queuing theoretic models are often used to capture re-
quest processing behavior in datacenter servers. We adopt
a similar approach which allows us to calculate the response
time exhibited when servicing requests as a function of com-
putational capacity and request arrival rate. Specifically, we
use the standard M/M/1 queuing model which assumes ex-
ponentially distributed request inter-arrival time with mean
1
λ

and an exponentially distributed service time with mean
1
µ
. For M/M/1 queuing model, Equation 1 provides the

expected average time spent in the system, including both
service and queuing time.

E[T ] =
1

µ− λ
(1)

We experimentally validate this equation using a simple
benchmark that performs parallel matrix multiplication. A
client machine sends requests to a web-server which performs
the computation for each request. We vary the service rate
µ by changing the number of cores used to process a request,
as well as by varying the computation size. Request arrival
follows an exponential distribution with mean λ. We per-
form this experiment for different combinations of λ and µ
to achieve utilization (defined as λ

µ
) of 25% and 75%.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of our experimental results
against theoretical curves from Equation 1. The graph shows
measured total response time of our experiments as a func-
tion of service rate. We see that experimental values corre-
late well with theoretical values. We also observe that the
determining factor for latency is not just processing capacity,
but also the utilization that the system is run at, as differ-
ent utilization levels incur different queuing delays in the
system. Thus, there is a maximum throughput λmax which
can be sustained without violating SLAs corresponding to a
server with processing speed µ. We denote this maximum
load as λmax. If we use TSLA to denote latency SLA, λmax

can be calculated as shown by Equation 2.
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Figure 3: Experimental validation of the M/M/1
queuing model for a parallelized computation.

λmax = µ− 1

TSLA
(2)

Equation 1 and 2 help illustrate the opportunities for our
use cases described in Section 2. When a system is operating
at lower than its peak load λmax, there is a difference be-
tween E[T ] and TSLA from Equation 1. ES use case utilizes
this “slack”by offloading computation to a smaller processor
to an extent that it still meets SLAs and, thus, save energy
by allowing the larger core to go offline. On the other hand,
PS and HA techniques speed up individual request process-
ing using asymmetric cores and accelerators, resulting in
an increased µ and, hence, λmax. This allows each server
to operate at a higher utilization while still meeting SLAs,
thereby improving throughput per watt.

3.2 Modeling Heterogeneity

3.2.1 Asymmetric Multicore Processors
AMPs consist of cores with the same ISA, but different

performance and power characteristics. To model this be-
havior, we must model the relationship between a core’s per-
formance, power consumption, and its size. A processor’s
power consumption is directly related to the number of tran-
sistors used. Therefore, we model its power and area using a
linear relationship. However, an increase in transistor count
does not result in linear performance improvement. In ac-
cordance with Fred Pollack’s performance efficiency rule, we
assume that increasing a processor’s area r times provides√

r performance improvement [3, 6].
In order to model the ES scenario, we need to under-

stand the impact of running an application on a smaller
core. A processor’s performance and power consumption as
a function of its size only provides the worst case impact
of running on a slow core. The actual impact, however, is
workload specific. For example, memory-bound applications
tend to exhibit lower degradation than CPU-bound applica-
tions. Previous work has defined this behavior as small or
large core bias [7].

We use this notion of application bias, modeled as a prob-
ability distribution function, in our analysis. Figure 4 shows
three bias scenarios used in our analysis, i.e., small core bias,
uniform bias, and large core bias. Small core bias application
distribution is centered around 25% performance degrada-
tion which implies that the execution time of a request when
processed on the small core increases by 25% of the worst
case impact for any application.

To model the PS use case, we leverage previous work by
Hill and Marty which extends Amdahl’s law to multicore
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Figure 4: Bias profiles: Fraction of request computa-
tion that exhibits a particular performance impact.

designs [6]. This formulation enables us to understand the
performance difference between an SMP and AMP based
parallel computation, holding total area constant. Specifi-
cally, if we define a total area budget of n, core sizes of area
r, and f to be the fraction of a computation that can be
parallelized, Equation 3 provides the speedup (µ) extended
by an SMP multicore configuration. Similarly, if we assume
an AMP chip composed of multiple small cores of equivalent
area one, and one large core of area r, Equation 4 provides
the achievable speedup (µ).

µSMP (f, n, r) =
1

1−f
perf(r)

+ f∗r
perf(r)∗n

(3)

µAMP (f, n, r) =
1

1−f
perf(r)

+ f
perf(r)+n−r

(4)
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Figure 5: Comparing performance of AMP versus
SMP multicore configuration with a total area bud-
get of n=64.

Using Equations 3 and 4, Figure 5 compares the perfor-
mance of the best AMP configuration versus the best SMP
configuration as a function of f assuming total die area
n = 64. Different curves in the graph correspond to dif-
ferent maximum possible values of r. We observe a best
case performance improvement of 85% which requires r to
be 32 and an appropriate high value of f .

3.2.2 Heterogeneous Multicore Processors
Heterogeneous multicore processors contain a mix of gen-

eral purpose and specialized cores. These specialized accel-
erators can speed up the computation by several orders of
magnitude [3], but they can only be used for a fraction of the
overall computation. If we use f to denote the fraction of
computation that can be run on the accelerator, a to denote



the fraction of chip area that is dedicated for the accelerator,
and s to be the speedup provided by this accelerator over
an area-equivalent general purpose processor, the speedup
(µ) of an HMP can be modeled as shown in Equation 5.
We assume that portions of the request are scheduled to the
accelerator in an optimal way and with zero overhead.

µHMP (f, a, s) =
1

1−f
perf(1−a)

+ f
perf(a)∗s

(5)

Using the above equation, Figure 6 plots the relative per-
formance of an HMP over an area-equivalent SMP as a func-
tion of the accelerator area a. We normalize SMP perfor-
mance to be 1 and plot the results for different values of
f . We observe from the graph that there exists an opti-
mal a corresponding to each f which maximizes the overall
speedup. When a is increased beyond this optimal value,
non-accelerated portion of the computation 1−f , which runs
on the host CPU, becomes the bottleneck and performance
starts to degrade.
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Figure 6: Comparing performance of HMP versus
SMP multicore configuration.

3.3 Datacenter Energy Consumption
We compare datacenter energy consumption across differ-

ent architectures by keeping the total provisioned capacity of
the datacenter λdatacenter constant. As shown by Equation
2, application latency SLAs along with computation capac-
ity dictate the peak request throughput (λserver) that can
be supported by a server. Hence, we assume that the load
is distributed equally among λdatacenter

λserver
servers.

Datacenter systems operate at varying load across time.
Therefore, we need to model server utilization behavior for
estimating energy consumption over time. We use a load
distribution similar to data provided for Google servers [2]
to capture server utilization behavior and weight the power
differences between different configurations using this load
distribution. Also, servers are assumed to be power propor-
tional, i.e., server power consumption scales linearly with
its CPU utilization. Using this formulation, the power con-
sumption of a server can be given by the following equation:

P (λ) =
λ

µ
∗ (PCPU + Pother) + (1− λ

µ
) ∗ PIdle (6)

where PCPU and POther respectively represent the power
consumption of the processor and other system components.
Pidle is the power consumption of the server when it is idle.
We assume that the processor accounts for half of the system
power during active periods and the system consumes 10%
of its peak power during idle periods.

4. EVALUATION & IMPLICATIONS
In this section, we present our results based upon the mod-

els described in the previous section.

Energy Scaling: Figure 7 shows energy savings as a func-
tion of the amount of area sacrificed for a small core for the
three bias profiles in Figure 4. We can see that the small
core bias applications exhibit energy savings of nearly 14%
when 20% of the SMP core area is used for a smaller core.
When we consider less ideal biases, energy savings drop to a
maximum of 2% for uniform bias applications, and applica-
tions having a strong large core bias incur a power penalty
of using the AMP configuration.
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Figure 7: Power impact of using AMP configura-
tions for energy scaling (SLA=2).

Interestingly, energy savings from our analysis are much
smaller than the energy savings shown by Rakesh Kumar
et al. [8] which considered only the processor power con-
sumption in their work. If we ignore the system power con-
sumption Pother in our analysis, the CPU energy savings
can be as high as 59%. However, when we consider sys-
tem overhead of non-CPU components, the energy savings
are reduced since there is a cost of running at a higher uti-
lization on the smaller core even though it consumes lesser
power. This result is in-line with race-to-idle argument that
highlights the tradeoff between CPU and system-level power
reduction in the context of frequency scaling. Based upon
these observations, we can conclude that energy scaling may
realistically only provide limited benefits.

Parallel Speedup: Figure 8 shows energy savings results
for the PS use case as a function of f , i.e., fraction of com-
putation that can be parallelized. Different curves in the
graph correspond to different maximum possible size r of a
large core in relation to the small core, with total die area
n = 64.

We observe many interesting trends from the data in Fig-
ure 8. First, the PS use case shows energy savings of upto
52% which is much higher than the savings from ES. How-
ever, achieving these savings requires the ability to design
a large core which consumes 32 times more area than the
smaller core. Section 5 discusses practical limits on r which
can reduce the energy savings that can be realized in prac-
tice. Further, these savings are significant only for high val-
ues of f and start to diminish as f becomes very high, show-
ing no energy savings over SMP as f becomes one. These
diminishing gains can be explained as follows: AMPs achieve
better performance than SMPs by speeding up serial phases
within an application. An application with a very high f
has a small serial portion (1−f) and, therefore, the benefits



of having asymmetry diminish. Overall, though, the paral-
lel speedup scenario is significantly more promising than the
energy scaling use case for AMPs.
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Hardware Acceleration: Our final results consider the
benefits of using HMP configurations over SMP configura-
tions. Figure 9 provides the data from our analysis where
we calculate energy savings as a function of a, i.e., fraction
of die area sacrificed for the accelerator with acceleration
s = 10. Different curves in the graph correspond to differ-
ent values of application’s accelerator component f . Our
results assume that accelerators consume the same amount
of power as general purpose cores of the same size.
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Figure 9: Power impact of using HMP configura-
tions for hardware acceleration (SLA=2).

We can see from Figure 9 that HA can provide energy
savings of upto 34% for applications able to offload half of
their computation to accelerators. These savings grow to
74% when 90% of the computation can be offloaded to ac-
celerators which is higher than both the other two use cases.
Furthermore, unlike PS where savings start to decrease for
a highly parallel application, HA shows higher savings for
applications which can offload a higher portion of their com-
putation to accelerators. However, the benefits are lower or
even can be negative when a non-optimal area is used for the
accelerators for a given value of f since the non-accelerated
portion of the computation becomes the bottleneck. Over-
all, our results indicate that hardware acceleration can be
very effective in reducing datacenter energy costs, provided
that the applications have sufficiently high f . Therefore, ar-
chitecture and application designers should focus on acceler-
ator designs and software support which allow applications
to maximize their usage of accelerators.

5. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
The results shown in Section 4 are based upon theoretical

analysis. Therefore, it is important to consider practical
limits which can alter the nature of these results.

First, Amdahl’s law assumes unbounded scalability of par-
allel applications which is not true for real applications. For
example, a recent study from Eyerman et al. shows that
AMPs can perform worse than SMPs [4] when critical sec-
tions are incorporated into Amdahl’s law. Second, achieving
high energy savings for PS requires high values of r. Our
results in Figure 8 require r to be 32, i.e., the ability to
design a big core which is 32 times bigger than the smaller
core. However, this is not possible today, e.g., Koufaty et al.
from Intel use 3 as a reasonable value of r in their work [7].
Third, higher energy savings for the PS case require f to be
in a certain range. Applications having either very high or
very little parallelism exhibit lower energy savings.

Moreover, Balakrishnan et al. showed that certain appli-
cations behave unpredictably when run on AMPs [1]. This
brings additional challenges for adopting AMPs in datacen-
ters as predictable behavior can be critical for datacenter
applications which require strict guaranties on SLAs. Simi-
larly, adoption of HMPs as mainstream processors also faces
challenges in terms of increased software complexity and re-
quired programming effort to deal with heterogeneity.

In summary, this paper presented an opportunity analy-
sis of heterogeneous chip multiprocessors for datacenter ap-
plications with SLAs by considering three use cases. Our
analysis shows that the parallel speedup use case looks sig-
nificantly more promising than energy scaling for AMPs due
to the overhead of system components. However, there are
design challenges that need to be met to realize full bene-
fits of AMPs. On the other hand, hardware acceleration can
be very effective in reducing datacenter energy consumption,
provided that the associated programmability challenges can
be dealt with. As part of future work, we plan to experimen-
tally verify our conclusions on a real heterogeneous platform.
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